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Addendum to the paper
On Certain Probabilities Equivalent to Wiener
Measure d’après Dubins, Feldman, Smorodinsky

and Tsirelson.

Walter Schachermayer

I was kindly informed by H. Buehler, that there is some confusion in the paper
[S99], as regards the notion of a "generating parametrisation" and a "standard
extension" (precise definitions see below). It was claimed in [S99, remark on p. 226]
that these two concepts are "equivalent and may be mutually translated one into the
other". Instead of giving a proof for this assertion, I only refered to M. Smorodinsky’s
paper [S 98~, where these notions are indeed used synonymously.

As was pointed out by H. Buehler in his Master’s Thesis, this assertion is wrong.
We present an example below, showing that these two notions are indeed different.

Fortunately this confusion did not cause any damage. The above two notions are

applied in [S99] (as well as in [S98] and [FS 00]) only, when a quantifier is preceding
them: the relevant notions are "reverse filtrations admitting a generating parametri-
sation" and "reverse filtrations admitting a standard extension". The pleasant fact
is that, in this form, these two notions indeed are equivalent; even more pleasantly,
as is shown by J. Feldman and M. Smorodinsky in [FS01], this equivalence immedi-
ately follows from previous results in the literature ([V73], [DFST 9fi~, [FS 00~). The
key element is Vershik’s characterisation of reverse filtrations admitting a standard
extension in terms of iterated Kantorovich-Rubinstein metrics.

Summing up: although ~S 99] contains the above cited erroneous statement on
p. 226, this did not do any harm (just as in [S98] and [FS 00~), as in the applications
these notions were preceded by the word admitting. Hence - apart from taking
back with apologies the claim on [S 99, p. 226] - nothing has to be changed in the
presentation of [S99] (as well as [S98] and [FS 00]) in view of Proposition 1 below.

Fix a "reversely" filtered probability space (S~, P), where is a

decreasing sequence of sigma-algebras such that is trivial. We always assume
that each (0, P) is a standard Borel space. We shall call a triple (Q, P)
satisfying these assumptions a rever~e filtration.

A process taking its values in Polish spaces will be defined via

its finite dimensional distributions law(Xo, ... Xn) on ~o x ... x We associate

to its canonical base S2 = E = ~n, equipped with the probability
measure P on its Borel sets, so that the coordinate maps, still denoted by 
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define a version of the process We then define the sigma-algebras fl to be
generated by 

If is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables, uniformly distributed on
~0, l~, we denote the canonical base of by (~0,1~~, a), and call it the
standard reverse filtration.

Definition 1 Definitions ,~,3 and ’2.5~) A standard extension of the
reverse filtration (S~, P) is a measure-preserving map x : - S~ with

(Fn) C Gn, and such that ,

(1)
for all n E 1~, and all bounded Jflo-measurable functions X .

Extending this notion from reverse filtrations to processes, we say that the pro-
cess taking values in the Polish spaces admits a standard exten-
sion, if the canonical base (~, P) associated to (Xn)o does so.

Definition 2 ( jS 99~, compare also ~S 98~~ A generating parametrisation of the pro-
cess is a process (Xn, Yn)~o, defined on a stochastic base (Q, 9=, P), and a
sequence of deterministic Borel-measurable functions defined on ~0,1~ x aN
such that

(i) the processes X and X are identical in law,

(it) the sequence is a sequence of i. i. d. random variables, uniformly dis-
tributed on [0, 1], and such that Yn is independent of (X~)°_°~+1,

(iii) the equation 
_

= Xn+2(~)~ . , ,) (2)
holds true, for each n > 0 and almost each w.

(iv) Xn is Yn+i ...)-measurable.

We shall now rephrase these concepts in a way closer to "a probabilist’s mother-
tongue", to quote S. Beghdadi-Sakrani and M. Emery [BE 99] (in this paper there
is also a beautiful presentation of the main result of 

A standard extension ~r : ~0,1~~ --~ ~ of a process (Xn)o canonically defines a
sequence of Borel measurable maps gn : ~0,1~~ -~ ~n such that the process

X n = ...), n > o, (3)

is a version of the process based on and adapted to ((0,1~~, ~),
and such that we have the following identity for the conditional distributions:

law((Xo,..., = law((Xo,..., ...), n > 0. (4)

Indeed, the n’th coordinate of 03C0, denoted by : ~ 0396n, which is Gn-
measurable, canonically defines the function gn in (3), while condition (1) is quickly
seen to translate into condition (4).
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In other words, a standard extension x : --> E of a process may
equivalently be defined by the "parametrisation" (3) of Xn as a function of the i.i.d.
sequence such that (4) is satisfied.

Turning to the notion of a generating parametrisation: suppose now that 
satisfies Definition 2. As we assume that the function Xn+l, X~,+2, ...) is

Yn+l, ...) measurable, we again may canonically define a sequence of Borel
measurable maps gn : ~0,1~~ -~ 3n such that

X n = gn (Yn, ...), , n > 0. (5)
Assertion (iii) of the definition of a generating parametrisation implies that the

function gn may be factored in the following way

Xn = fn(Ym 9~+1(Y~+1~ . ..)~ gn+2(Yn+2,..,)~ .. ,) (6)
= fn(Yn, Xn+n Xn+2, ...), n > 0.

Comparing (6) to (4), it becomes obvious that a generating parametrisation of
the process canonically defines a standard extension: indeed, the functions
gn obtained from a generating parametrisation in (5) define a standard extension
x via (3), as the fact that gn may be factored in the way indicated in (6) clearly
implies the validity of (4). We then say that the standard extension x is induced
by the generating parametrisation. But, and this is the point where the confusion
arose, the validity of (4) does not imply that gn may be factored as in (6). In other
words, a standard extension 7r of a process (Xn)o is not necessarily induced by
a generating parametrisation. In fact, the arch-example in the theory of reverse
filtrations shows this fact. This example is called the "phenomenon of the dying
witness" by H. v. Weizsacker (compare [ES 99] and the references given there) and
is presented in Example 1 below.

First we resume the positive result from [FS 01] :

Proposition 1 The following three properties of a reverse filtration (~, P)
are equivalent:

(i) (0, P) admits a standard extension

(ii) (0, P) admits a generating parametrisation

(iii) (03A9, (Fn)~n=0, P) satisfies Vershik’s criterion as defined in [ES01, p. 284].

Proof We have seen above that (ii) =~ (i). To prove the reverse implication (i) =~
(ii) one has to pass via Vershik’s criterion, i.e., one has to verify (i) ~. (iii) and (iii)
=~ (ii). As pointed out in [FS01] these implications are explicitely proved in the
previous literature. ~

We now give an example of a standard extension which is not induced by a
generating parameterisation.
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Example 1 Let i.i.d. sequence of random variables uniformly dis-
tributed on [0,1], and define

Xn - (7)
= 9n (Yn, ~ Yn+2, ...) ?2 > 0,

where + denotes addition modulo 1 on [0,1].
Then again is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables, uniformly dis-

tributed on [0, 1], and g~, defines a standard extension ~r via (3). But this standard
extension 7r is not induced by a generating parametrisation.

Proof To show that gn indeed defines a standard extension 7r, we have to ver-

ify (4). To do so, it suffices to note that, for n ~ 0, the conditional distribution
law((Xo,..., Yn+2, ...) simply is identically equal to the uniform distribu-
tion on ~0,1~’~+l.

To show that the standard extension 7r is not induced by a generating parametri-
sation, we shall prove that the function gn defined in (7) cannot be factored in
the form of (6). Indeed, the sigma-algebra generated by (Yn, Xn+1, Xn+2~ ~ ~ ~) =
(Yn, Yn+2-~-Y~+a~ ...) is independent of Xn = 
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